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‘Gotta get back to Croydon’ a character in Harold Pinter’s play
’the caretaker’, continually reiterates. Mine is ‘Gotta get back to
the Drying Depot’; a term used for the studio since the mid 90’s
where there has been a continuous series of surfaces forever
drying; often left and returned to repeatedly and where the mix
of decisive interruption and action is forever blended or mixed
with the contingent aspects of the painting’s own making and
logic.
The chance to get out of my drying depot and take up a quick
two week stint at UEL’s fine art project space at Trinity Buoy
Wharf is a welcome one, where studio habits and my own
control issues can be broken and released. As well as having
the chance to make five new Temporary Wet Paintings (TWP’s)
there was the opportunity to invite Sophia Starling, Justine
Hounam, Daryl Brown and Alaena Turner down to this site to
make new works. All artist’s work that I believe are extending
recent possibilities within painting and sculpture and a space
in between. In very different ways and in their own terms
their work embraces a criticality and an awareness of recent
debates; yet at the same moment I feel their work declares an
eccentricity and a potential absurdity in the making that is often
truly surprising and bewildering.
Sophia Starling’s paintings are founded on the principle
that a painting is more than a picture plane; here we have
physical constructions composed traditionally of all the familiar
ingredients of painting; equal value is given over to the various
components. Yet through exposing what has traditionally been
hidden from view we get a smothered, protected and literally
stretched out way to make a painting. From the baroque fold
to aspects of reflexive minimalism this formal use of materials

are given a new use and direction and sit next to Alaena Turner’s
’secret action painting’ in the exhibition.
In Alaena Turner’s work, painting and the readymade are
literally semi-fixed and fused in new ways where paint is used
as an adhesive to stick and join these found and painted
monochromes. Paintings are almost ‘performed’ in the making
of site specific temporary spatial constructions that question the
nature of gesture and the painterly through the use of chance
mark making.
Turner’s work is used as a bridge that connects Daryl Brown and
Justine Hounam’s work. Justine Hounam uses found furniture
as painterly containers, often positioning casts of foodstuffs that
have bodily references and invoke the still life tradition. Another
series uses the reverse of chairs, stained, sealed and hung to
mimic constructivist abstract paintings.
Daryl Brown’s work is explicitly construction led and takes
repetition, rituals of making and the obsessional to new levels
of additive extremes. Forms are created through an additive
process of corresponding parts and then subjected to cutting
and casting. A type of geometric abstraction is formed due to the
algorithm of the works construction.
All four artists extract and extend in their own ways, elements
of my own practice in new and alternating directions and it has
been a desire to situate the TWP’s in close proximity to their
new works. The ‘drying depot’ is simultaneously a space where
connections and contradictions can be made. It is unstable and
generative in intent and purpose; also exuberant, flamboyant and
wet!
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